
‘NO TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION’ 



 It was after his marriage that Richard Price first 
turned to those mathematical and philosophical 
studies which introduced him to a wide circle of 
acquaintances.  He believed his duty and purpose 
in life was to be a minister and a preacher, and he 
believed that any activity not related to the ministry 
was trivial 
 

 In 1761 he was called upon to examine papers of a 
deceased friend, Thomas Bayes. Bayes was a 
Presbyterian Minister and noted Mathematician 
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 The papers included an unsolved problem relating 
to probability. The question revolved around trying 
to determine the odds of something happening 
again if it or something else had happened or 
occurred 

 

 Bayes was trying to determine what was the 
likelihood of God existing and on whether it was 
likely, indeed probable that miracles had taken place 
during Jesus’ time on earth 
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 He edited Bayes’ major work “An Essay towards 
Solving a Problem in the Doctrine of Chances” 
(1763)  which contains Bayes Theorem, one of the 
fundamental results of probability theory 

 

 They contained some remarks on a Friendly Society 
which led him to make calculations on the subject 
of Life Assurance 

 

 Price wrote an introduction to the paper which 
provides some of the philosophical basis of 
Bayesian statistics  
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 Price communicated his finished paper to the Royal 
Society via John Canton, another visionary scientist 
of the day and a few days later Richard Price was 
sponsored to become elected to the Royal Society 
with one of the sponsors being his friend Benjamin 
Franklin. 

 
 In 1765 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal 

Society in recognition of his work 
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For his work in 
mathematics and 
philosophy Price was 
elected to the Royal 
Society in 1765. One 
of his sponsors was 
his close friend 
Benjamin Franklin 
 
Price also introduced 
Joseph Priestley to 
the society and 
served on its Council 
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 At this time the public remained unconvinced as to 
the merits of Life Assurance, objecting  that it was 
not based on scientific principles 

 

 Richard Price was a good mathematician and began 
the task of proving otherwise, collecting statistical 
information in order to demonstrate the theory 

 

 The Northampton Tables, for which he was 
responsible, were the result of an enquiry into the 
value of life in England at that time 
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 In 1761 Thomas Bayes died. Bayes was a 

Presbyterian Minister and noted Mathematician. On 
his death his wife gave Richard Price his papers 
which included an unsolved problem related to 
probability 
 

 The question revolved around trying to determine 
the odds of something happening again if it or 
something else had happened or occurred. For 
example, imagine you threw a set of dice (or die) 
and you got a double six. What Bayes wanted to 
know is what is the likelihood of you throwing 
another double six on your second throw? 
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 In time, Richard Price had become a great authority 
on the subject of Life Assurance.  In its infancy the 
small business was carried on in a modest 
premises near Blackfriars Bridge 

 

 Dr Price rode there almost daily from Newington 
Green where he lived.  He rode on a white horse 
dressed in a blue greatcoat and black 
spatterdashers  

 

 “There goes Dr Price, make way for Dr Price!” was 
often heard 
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 William Morgan, Dr Price’s nephew, moved to 
London and lived with his uncle for a time 

 

 His uncle asked William - “Billy, do you know 
anything of mathematics?” – William replied “No 
uncle, but I can learn”  

 

 In a very short time William Morgan made himself 
proficient, becoming the next actuary following the 
death of the Actuary of the Equitable Assurance 
Company in 1775 
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 In due course Dr Price’s nephew and his sister 
Nancy set up house together at Chatham Place 
where they remained for the next six or seven 
years 

 

 William held the post of actuary for 55 years and, 
on his retirement, his son Arthur took over for a 
further 40 years.  During this time the society 
became one of the largest financial institutions in 
the world.  The Society ran into trouble in the first 
decade of the 21st century after ignoring Dr Price’s 
advice which had worked so well over the previous 
two centuries 
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 Finance was the subject of most of Richard Price’s 
important scientific papers.  His opinion was sought 
after by leading statesmen 

 

 He was well known for his tracts on the mounting 
British national debt.  His proposals, first articulated in 
his 1769 “Observations on Expectation of Lives” was to 
set up a ‘sinking fund’ to retire public debt 

 

 He persuaded the prime minister William Pitt the 
Younger to establish this fund in 1786 reallocating 
government revenues for the paying off of the debt  
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 Three plans for the extinction of the national debt 
were put forward by Price, the first of which was 
recommended by him.  Pitt however chose the third, 
the least advantageous plan which wasn’t carried out 
as Dr Price intended it 

 

 Pitt chose to set aside £1 million every year to be 
used by national debit commissioners to purchase 
national debt and use the interest from the treasury 
to expand its purchases of more debt.  The use of 
interest to pay for debt was Price’s principal 
contribution 
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 By using the dividends on government stock to pay 
off debt in the following year, it was intended that 
eventually the debt would be abolished 

 

 But at the end of Napoleonic wars the national debt 
was £16 million greater than it would have been 
without the sinking fund because of the obligation 
to purchase stock at low interest rates during the 
war with funds borrowed at high rates of interest in 
the market.  The sinking fund was phased out 
during the 19th century 
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 What is truly astounding is the fact that Richard Price is 
not as well-known as he should be for his contribution 
to the foundations of the modern world. Without Price’s 
works on mathematics which founded Actuarial Science 
we would not have had a stable and reliable Insurance 
Industry that enabled the  underwriting the great 
engineering advances over the following two hundred 
and fifty years 

 

 Everything from the Titanic to the Space Shuttle, from 
Macro-economics to Life Pensions are based on the 
probability theory of Richard Price. The cutting–edge 
modern science of creating Artificial Intelligence also 
relies on the work of this eighteenth century polymath 
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